
 

Metal Arch Roofing Curving Roll Forming Machine

Main parameters of metal arch roofing curving roll forming machine

Name Metal arch roofing curving roll forming machine
Suitable Material Colored or galvanized steel coil, HRB60 or equivalent
Material thickness 0.3-0.8 mm
Coil Width Range 914, 1000, 1220 or 1250 mm, or according to your actual drawing.
Mold material #45 HRC 55-60
Control system It is controlled by PLC
Speed 10 m/min
Main motor power 1.5 Kw
Electric Power 380V, 50 Hz, 3 phase or according to your need.
Dimension About 2.6*1.6*1.2m(L*V*H), as per the drawing
Weight 0.8T
Feeding way Follow the machine feeding, and also need person as an assistant
Cutting Automatically stop and cutting when it comes to the set length.
Length of the Sheet You can set the length according to your need;

length accuracy: ±1mm.
The advantages of curving roof machine:

1. Our machines can uses galvanized steel sheet, colored armor plate or aluminum plate as the
material plate.

2. Controlling by computer, PLC display, operation is easy, running is steady and reliable, endurable,
maintenance-free.

3. We can make and designs will kinds of roll forming machine according to customer's request.

Machine photos:
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Terms:

1. Delivery: within 60 days after receiving the deposit.

2. Package: export standard package for container.

3. Payment: TT (30% by TT in advance, 70% by TT after inspect the machine before delivery).

Company profile:

Haixing Industrial Group Co., Ltd. is the biggest and strongest in north China. Our factory is
specialized in manufacturing color steel forming machinery, C&Z purlin machine, glazed tile forming
machine, steel structural floor panel roll forming machine, sandwich panel roll forming machine,
highway guardrail forming machine and other cold roll forming machines.
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Product link：https://www.toprollformingmachine.com/?p=145127
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